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About This Game

Have you ever thought what's inside the mind of Dabiz Muñoz?

Would you like to experience dreamlike from your seat?

Immerse yourself into the Odyssey of Dabiz Muñoz with virtual reality.

Sail across the sky in a boat that goes to Bangkok. Join a fight between cyclops in a hidden Muay Thai ring. Scream, yell,
SHOUT! Turn into a slave or a pig.

Follow Circe, the witch. Or not. Can your hear the mermaids' song? Do you dare going towards them? Everything shakes around
you.

Get ready to visit the cities that inspired Dabiz Muñoz to create the best cocktails for Beefeater.

Do you dare, mortal?
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Title: BeefeaterXO
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Future Lighthouse
Publisher:
Future Lighthouse
Release Date: 14 Feb, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350, equivalent or better

Memory: 8 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce™ GTX 980, equivalent or better

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Generic

English
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Have you ever thought what's inside the mind of Dabiz Mu\u00f1oz? Me neither, probably because i've never heard of him.
He's got some weird stuff going on in his head but unfortunately it's all in 360 video. Whilst there's a few effects that work most
is a blurred mess. Not as badly done as Qantas VR but nowhere near as polished as Senza Peso.. It's REALLY weird, but fun.
Here's a video of it: https:\/\/youtu.be\/isQ_hhOsytM. ..." Immerse yourself into the Odyssey".... ? My SteamVR environment is
more immersive than this low-quality 360 video. I think we'll have to wait for a couple of years before 360 Video will be
capable of high quality (we need 16K cameras for that and the hardware to play it). And a couple of years more before VR
video will have positional tracking (volumetric video, see : https:\/\/youtu.be\/DFobWjSYst4 For now, don't bother with this
title or watch some videos with the Within app.. Made with a potato as usual really poor quality you can barely make things out.
I have a titan xp & yet this looks really poor. Shame as its pretty unique advert, worth a look at it.. Made with a potato as usual
really poor quality you can barely make things out. I have a titan xp & yet this looks really poor. Shame as its pretty unique
advert, worth a look at it.
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It's REALLY weird, but fun. Here's a video of it: https:\/\/youtu.be\/isQ_hhOsytM. Made with a potato as usual really poor
quality you can barely make things out. I have a titan xp & yet this looks really poor. Shame as its pretty unique advert, worth a
look at it.. ..." Immerse yourself into the Odyssey".... ? My SteamVR environment is more immersive than this low-quality 360
video. I think we'll have to wait for a couple of years before 360 Video will be capable of high quality (we need 16K cameras
for that and the hardware to play it). And a couple of years more before VR video will have positional tracking (volumetric
video, see : https:\/\/youtu.be\/DFobWjSYst4 For now, don't bother with this title or watch some videos with the Within app..
..." Immerse yourself into the Odyssey".... ? My SteamVR environment is more immersive than this low-quality 360 video. I
think we'll have to wait for a couple of years before 360 Video will be capable of high quality (we need 16K cameras for that
and the hardware to play it). And a couple of years more before VR video will have positional tracking (volumetric video, see : 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/DFobWjSYst4 For now, don't bother with this title or watch some videos with the Within app.. It's REALLY
weird, but fun. Here's a video of it: https:\/\/youtu.be\/isQ_hhOsytM. Have you ever thought what's inside the mind of Dabiz
Mu\u00f1oz? Me neither, probably because i've never heard of him.
He's got some weird stuff going on in his head but unfortunately it's all in 360 video. Whilst there's a few effects that work most
is a blurred mess. Not as badly done as Qantas VR but nowhere near as polished as Senza Peso.. Have you ever thought what's
inside the mind of Dabiz Mu\u00f1oz? Me neither, probably because i've never heard of him.
He's got some weird stuff going on in his head but unfortunately it's all in 360 video. Whilst there's a few effects that work most
is a blurred mess. Not as badly done as Qantas VR but nowhere near as polished as Senza Peso.
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